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Starting from an initial block which consists of all the quadratic residues of 
the GF(4k + l), all the v  blocks of a partially balanced weighing design on 
v  = 4k + 1 elements can be generated cyclically. In this design, every block 
consists of two half-blocks of k elements each and every pair of elements which 
are i-th associates occur together in the same half-block of Xri blocks and in 
complementary half-blocks of Azi blocks, i = 1,2. These designs are generaliza- 
tions of balanced weighing designs of Bose and Cameron [l , 21 and will have use 
in calibration, taste testing experiments, and tournament scheduling. 
1. INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY 
An association scheme with two classes is a relation defined on v 
objects, satisfying the following conditions [4]: 
(a) Any two objects are first or second associates, the relation of 
association being symmetrical. 
(b) Each object has yli i-th associates, i = 1, 2. 
(c) For any pair of objects which are i-th associates, the number of 
objects which are j-th associates of one and k-th associates of the other 
is pil, , ., ‘, 1 J k = 1,2 and is independent of the pair of i-th associates with 
which we start. 
A partially balanced weighing design (PBWD) with a two class 
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association scheme is an arrangement of these 1; objects in b blocks of 
size 2k, each block consisting of two half-blocks of size k, such that any 
two objects which are i-th associates occur together in the same half- 
block of hIi blocks and in complementary half-blocks of X,$ blocks, 
i = 1, 2. The parameters of a PBWD will be denoted by U, b, r, k, n, , 
n, , pi1 , d1 , All , A,, , Xl2 , X2, . Here 
(1.1) r(k - 1) = nlbl + n2h2 , 
(1.2) rk = n,h,, + n,X,, , 
r = ndX21 - hl) + n2(h2, - h2) 
denotes the number of blocks in which each object appears. When 
X,, = X,, = h, and X,, = h,, = X, , we get the balanced weighing designs 
(BWD) of Bose and Cameron [l, 21. PBWD’s will be useful in calibration, 
tournament scheduling, and taste-testing. These were introduced in 
[5] and [IO] with the aim of reduction in the number of blocks relative 
to BWD’s and also, a PBWD may take the place of a BWD when it does 
not exist. 
In this paper, we consider only PBWD’s with a two-class cyclic asso- 
ciation scheme and give a method of generating such a design cyclically 
from a set of initial blocks. PBWD’s based on other association schemes 
are to be found in [lo] and [l 11. Statistical analysis of these designs are 
given in [6] and [lo]. 
2. CYCLIC ASSOCIATION SCHEMES FROM PARTIAL DIFFERENCE SETS AND 
PBW DESIGNS 
Let M be a finite additive Abelian group with v elements. Let 
D = (4 , dz ,..., dml} be a set of elements from M, such that 
(i) the dj’s are n, distinct non-zero elements from M, 
(ii) among the differences dj - d*t , j f j’ = 1,2,..., n1 each of the 
elements 4, d, ,..., dn, occurs LY. times and each of the elements of 
E = {e, , e, ,..., e,%} occurs /3 times, where the set ($ , d, ,..., d%, , 
el , e2 ,..., ens} is exactly the set of all the non-zero elements of M. D is 
called [5] a partial difference set and denoted by D(v, n, , n, , a, /3). The 
parameters satisfy the following relations: 
(2.1) n,+n,=v--1, 
(2.2) nla + n,P = n&z1 - 1). 
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If a: = /I, D is a (u, rzr , a) difference set. If (Y # /I, (-4, -d, ,..., -d+} 
is simply a permutation of (4 , dz ,..., dnl). If QI = /I, this is not necessarily 
true 191. We shall assume here that l-d, ,..., -dnl} is a permutation of 
64 ,..., dsl}. Then, a cyclic two-class association scheme can be defined [4] 
on a set of v objects labeled by the v elements u,, ,..., uVV1 of AI, by taking 
-Cui + 4 ,..., ui + dnl} as all theJirst associates and {ui + e, ,..., ui + en*} 
as all the second associates of ui , i = 0, 1 ,..., ZI - 1. The parameters of 
this association scheme are (v, n, , n2 ,pl:. = ol,p& = /3). 
The next theorem gives sufficient conditions for generating from an 
initial block cyclically all the blocks of a PBWD with a two-class cyclic 
association scheme based on a partial difference set D(u, n, , n2 , CX, p). 
THEOREM 1. Suppose that there exists a block B, = (a, , a2 ,. .., ak ; 
b, , b, ,..., bk) of 2k distinct elements of M, divided into two half-blocks 
(4 , 4 ,-.., ak> and (bl, h, ,..., bJ, such that (i) among the dQ$erences 
{ai - ai, ; i # i’ = 1, 2,..., k} and (b, - b,! ; j # j’ = I,2 ,..., k}, each 
element of D occurs A,, times and each eIement of E occurs A,, times, and 
(ii) among the dfirences {j-(ai - bJ; i, j = 1,2,..., k> each element of D 
occurs A21 times and each element of E occurs A,, . Then the blocks 
BB = {a, + 9 ,...) ak + 8; b, + e ,..., bk + 01, 8 E M, form a PBWD based 
on the partial d$erence set D. The parameters of the design are 
(v = b, r = 2k k, nl , n2 , 01, B, Al1 , &I , Xl, , &A. 
Proof. Consider two objects x and q which are first associates. Then 
x - T,I = dl for some I E (1,2,..., nl). Now, by hypothesis, dl occurs X,, 
times among the differences ((ai - ai,); i # i’ = 1,2,..., k} and {(b, - b,,); 
j fj’ = 1, 2,..., k}. Hence it follows that x and 7 will occur together in 
the same half-block of h,, blocks of {BB : 8 E M}. Again, d2 occurs h,, 
times among the differences (*(ai - b& i, j = 1,2,..., k}. Hence, x and 17 
will occur in different half-blocks of the same block, A22 times. Similarly, 
if x’ and 7’ are second associates, x’ - 7’ = el* for some I’ E (1,2,..., nz). 
And x’ and 77’ will occur together in the same half-block of h,, blocks 
and in different half-blocks of the same block h,, times. 
We note that 
(2.3) nJll + nib = Wk - 0, 
(2.4) n,h, + nJ,, = 2k2. 
The results of this theorem can be easily generalized to the case of t(>l) 
initial blocks. 
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3. PARTIAL DIFFERENCE SETS AND PBWD FROM GF(4k + 1) 
Let u = 4k + 1 = pn, wherep is a prime, k and 12 are positive integers. 
Let x be a primitive element of GF(v) and let D = (xzh; h = 1, 2,..., 2k) 
the set of all quadratic residues of GF(v). It is well known [7, 81 that, 
among the pairwise differences formed from the elements of D, every 
quadratic residue occurs k - I times and every quadratic non-residue 
occurs k times. Hence D is a partial difference set with parameters 
(V = 4k + 1, n, = n2 = 2k, 01 = k - 1, p = k). Labeling ZJ objects by 
the ZI elements of GF(u) and defining two elements to be first associates if 
their difference is a quadratic residue and second associates if their 
difference is a quadratic non-residue, we get a two-class cyclic scheme with 
(v = 4k + 1, n, = n2 = 2k, pi1 = k - 1, J& = k). 
Now let us further assume that k = 4t & 1 and let x be a primitive 
elment of GF(4k + I). Let A, = {A++~ : i = 1,2 ,..., k}, s = 0, 1,2, 3. 
In the initial block B,, of Theorem 1, let us put ai = Yi, i = 1,2,..., k and 
bj = x43’+2, j = I,..., k. Thus B, = [A,, ; A,] and BB = [A,, + 8; A, + B], 
0 E GF(4(4t f 1) + 1). By A, + 19 we mean 
A, + 0 z {x4+ + 8; i = I,2 ,..., k), s = 0, 1,2,3. 
The cyclotomic number (i,j) will be used to denote the number of solutions 
of 
(3.1) 1 + 9u+i = *+j 
in GF(4k + 1). 
Let g denote the number of quadratic residues and h the number of 
quadratic non-residues in the set (A?~ - 1; i = 1,2,..., k - l}. Then, we 
have (see [7] and [S]): 
(3.2) g+h=k-1, 
(3.3) a 0) + GO) = $7, 
(3.4) (LO) + (3,O) = k 
(3.5) (090) = (270) = 42, 
(3.6) (1,0) = (3,O) = h/2 = (k - 1 - g)/2. 
It follows from (3.5) and (3.6), that among the pairwise differences 
{x4i - tii’; i # i’ = 1,2,..., k} every quadratic residue will occur with the 
same frequency g/2 and every quadratic non-residue will occur with the 
frequency (k - 1 - g)/2. It is easy to verify that this is also true of the 
differences {A++~ - x’j’+z; i # j’ = 1,2,..., k} from the set A, . 
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Now, among the differences (&(x~~ - x4j+2); i, j = I,..., k] from the 
pairs formed by taking one element each from A, and A, , the frequency of 
each quadratic residue is (2,0) + (0,2) and the frequency of each quadratic 
non-residue is (1, 3) + (3, 1) = (0, 1) + (0, 3). But we have, from (3.6) 
and (3.5), 
(1,O) = (k - 1 - g)/2 and (2,O) = (0,O) = g/2. 
Using the well-known relations (171) 
(3.7) 2(1,0) 4 (0, 1) + (0, 3) = k, 
(3.8) (0, 0) + (0, 1) + (022) + Q-4 3) = k 
we get 
(3.9) (0, 1) + (0,3) = k - (k - 1 - g) = g -f- 1, 
(3.10) (0,O) + (0,2) = g/2 + k - 1 - 3g/2 = k - I - g. 
For k even, we use the relations (3.2) through (3.4) and in addition 
(see [71), 
(3.11) (0, 1) + ((43) + 2(1,2) = k, 
(3.12) (0,2) + Cl,21 = k/2. 
(3.5) and (3.6) no longer hold but it is still true that every quadratic residue 
occurs (0,O) + (2,O) = g times and every quadratic non-residue occurs 
(1,O) + (3,O) = h- - 1 - g times among the differences from pairs 
whose elements are either both quadratic residues or both quadratic 
residues but quartic non-residues. 
Noting that (I, 3) + (3, 1) = 2(1, 2) = k - (k - 1 - g) = g + 1 and 
(2,O) + (0, 2) = 2(0,2) = k - 2( 1,2) = k - g - 1, we get that every 
quadratic residue occurs (k - g - 1) times and every quadratic non- 
residue occurs (g + 1) times among the differences from pairs whose 
elements are one of a quartic residue and the other a quadratic residue but 
a quartic non-residue. 
Thus the conditions of Theorem 1 are satisfied for the initial block 
B,, = [A,A,] with D the set of quadratic residues of GF(v) as the partial 
difference set. Thus we have: 
THEOREM 2. The initial block B,, = (1, x4 ,..., x~(~-I); x2 ,..., x4”“} when 
developed cyclically by adding 0 to every element of B, , 19 E GF(4k + I), 
generates a PBWD based on the partial d@erence set 
D = {x2”; h = I,..., 2k). 
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The parameters of this design are v = b = 4k + 1, r = 2k, k, n, = n2 = 2k, 
k - 1, k; A,, = g, A,, = k - 1 - g, A,, = k - 1 - g, As2 = g + 1. Zf k 
is the square of an odd integer. g = (k - 1)/2[8]. 
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